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Later, they [5] provide another method, named static-analysis techniques, to reduce
the cost of exact integer arithmetic.
Another research direction is to investigate how to reduce the error when using ﬁxedlength ﬂoating-point arithmetic. Priest [15] presents algorithms to compensate errors
in the ﬂoating-point operations and applies them to computing the intersection of
a line and a line segment. This method is reliable, but in some cases the time cost
is very expensive. Recently, Gavrilova and Rokne [6] give a method that converts
the problem of line segment intersection testing into calculating signs of several dot
product summations. If those signs could be computed exactly, then the testing result
is reliable. In their method, signs are obtained by ESSA (Exact Sign of Sum Algorithm) [18] method, which can exactly calculate the sign of a sum of n ﬂoating-point
numbers. When the coordinates of the ending points are given with single precision
ﬂoating-point numbers, their method uses a double precision ﬂoating-point number
to exactly calculate the product of two single precision numbers. However, the double precision is the highest precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic available in typical
computer languages. In other words, when coordinates are represented with double
ﬂoating-point numbers, a new ﬂoating-point type, which has twice higher precision
than the double ﬂoating-point type, has to be created to compute the products.
Our method falls into the second research direction. A line segment that degenerates
into a point is not considered in this paper. If two line segments share a common
ending point, or more than two ending points are on the same vertical or horizontal line, then the intersection testing is processed separately. Otherwise, the ending
points of two give line segments are mapped onto a 3 × 3 grid, which falls into one of
the ﬁve testing classes. The intersection testing results of the ﬁrst two testing classes
can be obtained immediately, and in other testing classes the intersection testing
is converted into calculating ﬂoating-point dot product summations. Our method
for dot product summation uses the ﬂoating-point arithmetic which conforms to
IEEE 754 standard [2]. The addition and multiplication operations in our dot product summation algorithm are exactly performed by computing the exact error for
either operation. Then, the ﬁnal result of dot product summation is obtained by our
ﬂoating-point summation method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, our method for dot product summation
is presented with error analysis. The method for deciding whether two line segments
intersect is described in Sect. 3. Some comparisons are made in Sect. 4. Conclusions
are drawn in Sect. 5.
2. Dot Product Summation
Our method for line segment intersection testing is based on dot product summation.
The method for dot product summation is introduced in this section. It calculates
s=

n


ai · b i ,

i = 1, 2, ..., n,

(1)

i=1

where each ai or bi is a ﬂoating-point number. There are two fundamental operations,
addition and multiplication, in Eq. (1). In ﬂoating-point addition, when exponents
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of two summands are not equal, the number, whose exponent is smaller, will right
shift the mantissa to make its exponent increase until two exponents are equal, and
then add them. If the bits discarded by right shifting have at least one signiﬁcant
digit, the error occurs. In ﬂoating-point multiplication, some signiﬁcant digits of the
product may be discarded because of the length limit of the ﬂoating-point number.
In order to make the result as accurate as possible, we must guarantee the accuracy
of these two basic operations.
In this paper, only ﬁxed-length ﬂoating-point arithmetic is considered. And we use
β to represent the base (sometimes called the radix), use t to represent the precision,
and use the f l(a ◦ b) (where ◦ ∈ {+, −, ·, /}) to represent the ﬂoating-point arithmetic. So a way of expressing the ﬂoating-point number d is
d = ±0.d1 d2 . . . dt × β e ,

(2)

where each di is an integer and satisﬁes 0 ≤ di ≤ β − 1, and d1 = 0 for normalized
numbers. The algorithms are often implemented on a machine using single (named
f loat, t = 24, β = 2) or double (named double, t = 53, β = 2) precision ﬂoatingpoint arithmetic, which conforms to IEEE 754 standard [2], so only the case that
β = 2 and t ≥ 3 is considered in this paper. Additionally, ﬂoating-point overﬂow
and underﬂow are not taken into account.
Knuth [10] proves that when β = 2 the error of ﬂoating-point addition f l(a + b)
(|a| ≥ |b|), can be exactly obtained by e = f l(f l(a − s) + b), where s = f l(a + b).
According to his conclusion, we obtain the exact addition algorithm as follows:
Algorithm 1:
Input:
Output:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Exact addition.
two ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b (β = 2).
the sum s and the error e, where s + e = a + b.

s = f l(a + b);
If ( EXP (a) < EXP (b) ), then e = f l(f l(b − s) + a);
Otherwise e = f l(f l(a − s) + b);
END.

In Algorithm 1, EXP (x) represents the exponent of the ﬂoating-point number x.
And, we have
EXP (s) ≥ EXP (e) + t,

(3)

according to the algorithm.
As the addition of two ﬂoating-point numbers can be represented by a sum and an
error, the multiplication between two ﬂoating-point numbers also has such a property, which means that the exact value of the product of two ﬂoating-point numbers
can be represented by a sum of two ﬂoating-point numbers [12]. Priest [15] introduces
a compound representation for ﬂoating-point numbers, called expansions, to reduce
the rounding error and compute an accurate error. But this method is designed for
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arbitrary ﬂoating-point arithmetic, which makes the algorithm complicated. Our
method only considers the case β = 2, and is based on the following theorems.
Theorem 1: Assume that t ≥ 3. When t is even, the exact value of the product of two
ﬂoating-point numbers can be expressed by a sum of four partial products:
a · b = (a1 + a2 ) · (b1 + b2 )
= a1 · b1 + a1 · b2 + a2 · b1 + a2 · b2
= f l(a1 · b1 ) + f l(a1 · b2 ) + f l(a2 · b1 ) + f l(a2 · b2 ),
where each of the mantissas of a and b is evenly divided into two parts: a1 has the ﬁrst
t
t
2 digits of a, a2 = a − a1 ; and b1 has the ﬁrst 2 digits of b, b2 = b − b1 .
When t is odd, the exact value of the product of two ﬂoating-point numbers can be
expressed by a sum of ﬁve partial products:
a · b = (a1 + a2 ) · (b1 + b2 )
= a1 · b1 + a1 · b2 + a2 · b1 + a2 · b2
= a1 · b1 + a1 · b2 + a2 · b1 + (a3 + a4 ) · b2
= f l(a1 · b1 ) + f l(a1 · b2 ) + f l(a2 · b1 ) + f l(a3 · b2 ) + f l(a4 · b2 ),
t−1
where a1 has the ﬁrst t−1
2 digits of a, a2 = a − a1 ; and b1 has the ﬁrst 2 digits of b,
b2 = b − b1 . What is more, the mantissa of a2 is divided into two parts again: a3 has
the ﬁrst t−1
2 digits of a2 ; and a4 = a2 − a3 .

Proof:

t
2 signiﬁcant digits,
t
+ 2 = t signiﬁcant digits. Thus,
· b2 ), a2 · b1 = f l(a2 · b1 ), and

When t is even, since a1 , a2 , b1 , and b2 all have at most

the product of every two of them has at most 2t
we have a1 · b1 = f l(a1 · b1 ), a1 · b2 = f l(a1
a2 · b2 = f l(a2 · b2 ).

When t is odd, the mantissa cannot be divided evenly. For example, according to
IEEE754 [2], the double precision ﬂoating-point type, double, has t = 53. In such a
t+1
case, the mantissa is divided into two components, t−1
2 and 2 . Thus, the product of
t+1 t+1
the components, both having t+1
2 bits of signiﬁcant digits, may have 2 + 2 = t +1
signiﬁcant digits, which means the last signiﬁcant digit will be discarded. So, a2 is

divided again into a3 and a4 , where a3 has the ﬁrst t−1
2 digits of a2 , and a4 = a2 − a3 .
t−1
Clearly, a4 has at most 1 signiﬁcant digit. Because a1 ·b1 has at most t−1
2 + 2 = t −1
t+1
signiﬁcant digits, a2 · b1 and a1 · b2 have at most t−1
2 + 2 = t signiﬁcant digits,
t+1
t+1
a3 · b2 has at most t−1
2 + 2 = t signiﬁcant digits, and a4 · b2 has at most 1 + 2 ≤ t
(when t ≥ 3) signiﬁcant digits, we have a1 · b1 = f l(a1 · b1 ), a1 · b2 = f l(a1 · b2 ),
a2 · b1 = f l(a2 · b1 ), a3 · b2 = f l(a3 · b2 ), and a4 · b2 = f l(a4 · b2 ).



According to Theorem 1, the ﬂoating-point multiplication between two numbers
is converted into a summation of four or ﬁve ﬂoating-point numbers, when t ≥ 3.
Then, with Algorithm 1, we obtain the exact multiplication algorithm.
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Algorithm 2:
Input:
Output:

Exact multiplication.
two ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b.
the product p and the error q, where a · b = p + q.

1. Let a1 = a, and clear the last t/2 digits of the mantissa of a1 . Namely, set
them zero;
2. Let b1 = b, and clear the last t/2 digits of the mantissa of b1 ;
3. a2 = f l(a − a1 ), b2 = f l(b − b1 );
4. p1 = f l(a1 · b1 ), p2 = f l(a1 · b2 ), p3 = f l(a2 · b1 ), p4 = f l(a2 · b2 ),
p5 = 0.0;
5. If t is odd, and both the t+1
2 -th digit of a2 ’s mantissa and that of b2 ’s are 1, then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Let a3 = a2 , and clear the t+1
2 -th digit of a3 ;
a4 = f l(a2 − a3 );
p4 = f l(a3 · b2 ), p5 = f l(a4 · b2 );
Call Algorithm 1 to add p4 , p5 , and return the sum using p4 and the error
using p5 ;

6. Call Algorithm 1 to add p2 , p3 , and return the sum using p2 and the error
using p3 ;
7. Call Algorithm 1 to add p3 , p4 , and return the sum using p3 and the error
using p4 ;
8. Call Algorithm 1 to add p2 , p3 , and return the sum using p2 and the error
using p3 ;
9. Call Algorithm 1 to add p1 , p2 , and return the sum using p and the error using
p2 ;
10. q = f l(f l(p2 + p3 ) + f l(p4 + p5 ));
11. END.
Each variable in Algorithm 2 has the same type as a or b, and each step before Step
10 does not discard any signiﬁcant digit. Thus the accuracy of Algorithm 2 depends
on Step 10, namely whether the sum of p2 , p3 , p4 and p5 can be represented by only
one ﬂoating-point number, q.
Theorem 2: The outputs of Algorithm 2, p and q, satisfy a · b = p + q.
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume a > 0 and b > 0. When t is even, the
condition in Step 5 cannot be satisﬁed, namely p5 = 0. According to Theorem 1, we
have p1 = f l(a1 · b1 ) = a1 · b1 , p2 = f l(a1 · b2 ) = a1 · b2 , p3 = f l(a2 · b1 ) = a2 · b1 ,
and p4 = f l(a2 · b2 ) = a2 · b2 after Step 4. If both p2 and p3 are zero, then we
have q = 0, whence the theorem is proved. Otherwise, after Steps 6 and 7, we have
EXP (p3 ) ≥ EXP (p4 ) + t according to Inequation (3). If a or b or both are not
normalized numbers, then a1 · b1 may equal to 0. So if a1 · b1 = 0, then after Step
8, we have p1 = 0, and EXP (p2 ) ≥ EXP (p3 ) + t and EXP (p3 ) ≥ EXP (p4 ) + t.
Otherwise if a1 · b1 = 0, then after Step 8, so we obtain EXP (p1 ) ≥ EXP (p2 ), and
EXP (p2 ) ≥ EXP (p3 ) + t and EXP (p3 ) ≥ EXP (p4 ) + t. Thus, after Step 9 the
product of a and b can be obtained with p. Since the exact value of the product of
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two ﬂoating-point numbers can be represented by a sum of two ﬂoating-point numbers, p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 can be represented by one ﬂoating-point number. Therefore,
no signiﬁcant digit is discarded in the algorithm, which means the algorithm is exact
when t is even.
When t is odd and the condition in Step 5 is satisﬁed, a2 · b2 may be unequal to
f l(a2 · b2 ). Here, the condition that “both the t+1
2 -th digit of a2 ’s mantissa and that
of b2 ’s are 1” in Step 5 is to exclude the case that the digit which may be discarded by
f l(a2 · b2 ) is 0. For the result is always exact when a zero is discarded. It is possible
that two numbers both having t+1
2 signiﬁcant digits have a t-digit product, namely
no signiﬁcant digit is discarded. So even when the condition in Step 5 is satisﬁed,
we also have f l(a2 · b2 ) = a2 · b2 , which means the division of a2 is redundant.
But this redundancy does not produce any error. After Step 5(d) is done, we have
EXP (p4 ) ≥ EXP (p5 ) + t. Similar to the case that t is even, we have that the product of a and b can be obtained with p, and the sum of p2 , p3 , p4 and p5 can be
represented by one ﬂoating-point number. Therefore, Algorithm 2 provides an exact
multiplication.


So, Eq. (1) can be calculated by
n

i=1

ai · b i =

n

i=1

pi +

n


qi ,

(4)

i=1

where pi and qi are obtained by multiplying ai and bi using Algorithm 2. Thus, the
problem is converted to ﬂoating-point summation, which is to sum up all the pi and
qi together to obtain the result.
Many people [1], [3], [7], [9], [11], [16], [23] have devoted to studying ﬂoating-point
summation. The method [3] is based a special assumption that it exists several extra
precise ﬂoating-point accumulators, which is higher than the register used to save
summands. However, in practice, there is no particular accumulator in computer
when we use the highest precision type of ﬂoating-point number. Other methods
can reduce the rounding error in some extent, and can perform well in some special
cases, but most of them have an error bound that depends on n, where n is the number of summands. The method [23] has presented an algorithm, which iteratively
distills the summands without discarding any signiﬁcant digit until the partial sums
cannot change the whole sum. The error bound of it is 1ulp (unit in last place [8]),
independent of n, which has been proved in that paper. So we can use it here for
summing all the pi and qi in Eq. (4). However, the error of product, qi , is small
relative to pi , and can be put aside while the algorithm runs in the ﬁrst loop of
distillation. The complete algorithm for ﬂoating-point dot product summation is
given as follows:
Algorithm 3:
Input:
Output:

Dot product summation.
2n ﬂoating-point numbers, a1 , a2 , ..., an andb1 , b2 , ..., bn .
The result s, i.e. the ﬂoating-point value of ni=1 ai · bi .
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1. Initialize three empty sets, P, N , and Q, where P records positive numbers, N
records negative numbers, and Q records qi in Eq. (4);
2. For i = 1 to n
(a) Call Algorithm 2 to multiple ai and bi , and return the product using pi
and the error using qi ;
(b) if pi > 0, then put pi into P. Otherwise if pi < 0, then put pi into N ;
(c) if qi = 0, then put qi into Q;
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Let s = 0, e1 = 0, e2 = 0, and f lagF irst = 1;
If e1 = 0, then put e1 into the end of P or N depending on its sign;
If e2 = 0, then put e2 into the end of P or N depending on its sign;
Let n1 = the size of P, and s+ = 0;
For i = 1 to n1
(a) Remove the head number of P, say a, and let b = s+ ;
(b) Call Algorithm 1 to add a and b, and return the sum using s+ and the error
using e. If e = 0, then redistribute e to the end of P or N depending on its
sign;

8. Call Algorithm 1 to add s and s+ , and return the sum using s and the error
using e1 ;
9. Let n2 = the size of N , and s− = 0;
10. For i = 1 to n2
(a) Remove the head number of N , say a, and let b = s− ;
(b) Call Algorithm 1 to add a and b, and return the sum using s− and the error
using e. If e = 0, then redistribute e to the end of P or N depending on its
sign;
11. Call Algorithm 1 to add s and s− , and return the sum using s and the error
using e2 ;
12. If f lagF irst = 0, then
(a) Put all the numbers in Q into P or N according to their signs, and then let
f lagF irst = 0;
(b) Go to Step 4;


13. ŝ = 2max (EXP (s+ ),EXP (s− ) −t · max(n+ , n− );
14. If f l(s + ŝ) = s, then go
 to Step 4;
15. s = f l s + f l(e1 + e2 ) ;
16. END.
Before Step 15, Algorithm 3 does not discard any signiﬁcant digit since the addition
and multiplication are exact, and all the errors are saved in sets P and N . So the
error of the whole algorithm, say e0 , is produced only at Step 15. After Step 15
has been performed, e0 is composed of the sum of remaining numbers in the sets
P and N , and the error occurred in Step 15. According to the Inequation (3), the
value of ŝ in Step 13 is the upper bound of the sum of the remaining numbers in
the sets P and N . When the condition in Step 14 has been satisﬁed, the value of ŝ
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is too small to change the whole sum s. Thus, we have |s − ŝ| ≤ 0.5ulp. Because
EXP (s) ≥ EXP (e1 ) + t and EXP (s) ≥ EXP (e2 ) + t, we have the error bound of
f l(s + f l(e1 + e2 )) is also 0.5ulp. Therefore, the whole error bound of Algorithm 3
is e0 = 0.5 + 0.5 = 1(ulp).
Based on the ﬂoating-point dot product summation algorithm above, we gives our
method for line segment intersection testing in the next section.
3. Intersection Testing
A clear deﬁnition of the line segment intersection test is: two line segments a1 a2
and b1 b2 in R2 are given by ending points: a1 (a1x , a1y ), a2 (a2x , a2y ), b1 (b1x , b1y ),
and b2 (b2x , b2y ), then the test is to determine whether a1 a2 and b1 b2 intersect. Three
testing results are: two line segments intersect at an ending point; intersect but not at
an ending point; and do not intersect. Above all, we assume that every line segment
does not degenerate into a point, and two given line segments do not share the same
ending point.
When any two ending points of two given line segments are not on the same vertical
or horizontal line, each ending point can be mapped onto a 3 × 3 grid according to
the new grid coordinates (i, j ), where i means the x-coordinate of this ending point
is the i-th smallest number of the x-coordinates of all ending points, j means the
y-coordinate of this ending point is the j -th smallest number of the y-coordinates of
all ending points, and the grid coordinates are deﬁned as Fig. 1. Thus, there is only
one point on each vertical line or horizontal line in a grid. Then, we redeﬁne these
four ending points as p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 by the ascending order of their x-coordinates. For example, four ending points are a1 (a1x , a1y ), a2 (a2x , a2y ), b1 (b1x , b1y ),
and b2 (b2x , b2y ). If b2x < a1x < a2x < b1x and a2y < b2y < a1y < b1y , then
the grid coordinates of a1 is (2,3), that of a2 is (3,1), that of b1 is (4,4), and that of
b2 is (1,2), according to the ordering of their coordinates. And a1 , a2 , b1 , and b2
are redeﬁned as p2 , p3 , p4 , and p1 respectively. This example can be represented as
Fig. 2(5). Another example is if b2x < a1x < a2x < b1x and a2y < a1y < b2y < b1y ,
then it corresponds to Fig. 2(6). Thus, all the cases of sorting results of four ending
points can be represented by 4! = 24 grids as shown in Fig. 2, where the ﬁrst six
grids are marked with the tags (p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 ) of ending points and others are
omitted.
y

6
4
3
2
1

1

2

3

4

-

x

Fig. 1. Grid coordinates system
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Fig. 2. Mapping four ending points on a 3 × 3 grid

In Fig. 2, each grid corresponds to a unique 4-digit number, n1 n2 n3 n4 , which makes
points pn1 , pn2 , pn3 and pn4 be arranged in the ascending order of their y-coordinates.
For example, the y-coordinate ordering (ascending) of the grid in Fig. 2(5) is p3 , p1 ,
p2 , and p4 . So, Fig. 2(5) corresponds to the number, 3124. Similarly, Fig. 2(6) corresponds to 3214. Thus, each grid in Fig. 2 can be represented by a unique case number
nc , ranging from 1 to 24, which can be obtained from n1 n2 n3 n4 by the function:
C(n1 n2 n3 n4 ) = 3! × w4 + 2! × w3 + w2 + 1,
where wi is the number of digits that are smaller than i on the right side of digit i
in n1 n2 n3 n4 , for all the i = 2, 3, 4. For example, when calculating C(3124), we have
w4 = 0, w3 = 2, and w2 = 0, so C(3124) = 6 × 0 + 2 × 2 + 0 + 1 = 5. Similarly,
C(3214) = 6 × 0 + 2 × 2 + 1 + 1 = 6. All the grids in Fig. 2 are arranged as that the
case number nc of each grid is just equal to its serial number of the subﬁgure.
Since every two ending points form a line segments, each grid case in Fig. 2 corresponds to three subcases according to the connections between ending points. Each
subcase is represented by the subcase number ns , where ns means that one line segment connects points p1 and pns +1 , and another line segment connects the other two
ending points. So, ns = 1, 2, and 3 correspond to these three subcases. Therefore,
when any two ending points does not on the same vertical or horizontal line, two
line segments in the plane can be entirely mapped into 24 × 3 = 72 subcases, and
each subcase can be represented by a unique pair, (nc , ns ), where nc = 1, 2, . . . , 24
and ns = 1, 2, 3.
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Our method for intersection testing is to analyze the position relation between each
ending point and the other line segment. If two ending points of either line segment
are on the different sides of the other line segment, or one ending point of a line segment is just on the other line segment, then these two segments intersect. Otherwise,
they do not intersect each other. The position value of a point to a line segment is
used to represent their position relationship, which is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1: The line passing through the line segment that connects points a(x1 , y1 )
and b(x2 , y2 ) is f (x, y) = 0, where f (x, y) =




yx2 − yx1 − xy2 + xy1 + x1 y2 − x2 y1 ,









yx1 − yx2 − xy1 + xy2 + x2 y1 − x1 y2 ,

when x1 < x2 ,
or when x1 = x2 , y1 > y2 .
(5)
when x1 > x2 ,
or when x1 = x2 , y1 < y2 .

Deﬁnition 2: The position value of a point p(xp , yp ) to a line segment connecting
points a(x1 , y1 ) and b(x2 , y2 ) is deﬁned as

1,
when f (xp , yp ) > 0;



−1, when f (x , y ) < 0;
p p
P V (p, a, b) =

0,
when
f
(x
p , yp ) = 0 and p(xp , yp ) is NOT on ab;



2,
when f (xp , yp ) = 0 and p(xp , yp ) is on ab;

(6)

where f (x, y) is the function of the line passing through ab, according to Deﬁnition 1.
For example, if the given point is on the line segment, then its position value is 2. If
the given point is only on the line passing through the line segment but not on the
segment, then the position value is 0. Otherwise, the position value of a point to a
line segment can be clearly illustrated with Fig. 3.
We ﬁnd that calculating the position value needs to compute the function f , which
is a dot product summation. Thus, with Algorithm 3, we obtain the algorithm for
calculating the position value of a point to a line segment.
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@
@
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@
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r1

r

−1

(c)

Fig. 3. Position values given by Deﬁnition 2

(d)
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Algorithm 4:
Input:
Output:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Calculating the position value of a given point to a given line
segment.
The given point, (gx , gy ), and the given line segment connecting points (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ).
The position value, pv , as Deﬁnition 2.

Calculate f = f (gx , gy ) using Algorithm 3;
If f > 0, then pv = 1;
If f < 0, then pv = −1;
If f = 0 and x1 = x2 , then
(a) If x1 < gx < x2 or x1 > gx > x2 , then pv = 2;
(b) Otherwise, pv = 0;

5. If f = 0 and x1 = x2 , then
(a) If y1 < gy < y2 or y1 > gy > y2 , then pv = 2;
(b) Otherwise, pv = 0;
6. END.
All 72 subcases can be classiﬁed into ﬁve testing classes as follows. In the ﬁrst two
testing classes, intersection testing result can be obtained directly from the grid without further computations. Other three classes need calculating the position values
of some points to get the result.
The ﬁrst testing class is that two line segments do not intersect according to the
grid, since two ending points of one line segment are on the same side of the other
line segment. Figure 4a is an example of this testing class. We obtain that p2 and p3
are both above the segment p1 p4 , which guarantees two given line segments do not
intersect.
The second testing class is that two line segments intersect, as shown in Fig. 4b.
From this ﬁgure, p1 and p4 are on the different sides of segment p2 p3 , and p2 and p3
are also on the different sides of segment p1 p4 . Thus, segments p1 p4 and p2 p3 have
an intersection point which is not an ending point.
The third testing class is that the position values of three ending points can be
obtained directly from the grid, and obtaining that of the other ending point needs
to call Algorithm 4. For example, we can immediately obtain from the Fig. 4(c) that
p2 and p4 are on the different sides of p1 p3 , and the position value of p1 to p2 p4 is −1.
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However, the position value of p3 to p2 p4 may be −1 (see Fig. 5a), or 1 (see Fig. 5b).
Therefore, Algorithm 4 should be called once to calculate this position value, i.e.,
only one dot product summation is needed.
The fourth testing class is that Algorithm 4 is needed to compute the position values
of two ending points. As shown in Fig. 4d, p1 and p4 are on the different sides of
p2 p3 . So p1 p4 intersects p2 p3 only when the position value of p2 to p1 p4 is −1, and
the position value of p3 to p1 p4 is 1, as shown in Fig. 5e. But it is possible that p2 and
p3 are be on the same side of p1 p4 : the position values of p2 and p3 to p1 p4 are both
1 (as Fig. 5c), or both −1 (as Fig. 5d). Thus, Algorithm 4 should be called twice to
calculate the position values of p2 and p3 , i.e., at most two dot product summations
are needed.
The last testing class is illustrated by Fig. 4e, where it seems Algorithm 4 should be
called four times to compute the position values of all the ending points, since none
of them can be directly obtained from the grid. Four possible grids, corresponding
to the grid Fig. 4e, are shown in Fig. 5f–i. In fact, only two position values of ending
points are necessarily calculated, namely two dot product summations are needed
(discussed in detail later).
Each subcase of the 72 has been analyzed and been mapped into one of those testing classes, as listed in Table 1. The testing class ﬂag of the subcase (nc , ns ) is just
the ns -th number of the item at the i-th row and j -th column of Table 1, where
i =  n6c and j = ((nc − 1) mod 6) + 1. If the testing class ﬂag of a subcase is x,
then this subcase falls into the x-th testing class mentioned above. For example, the
subcase (19,3) means the subcase whose case number is 19 and subcase number is 3.
We obtain the item {1,3,1} at the fourth row and ﬁrst column of Table 1. Thus, the
class ﬂag of this subcase is 1, the third number of the item {1,3,1}, which means this
subcase falls into the ﬁrst testing class mentioned above, i.e. two given line segments
Table 1. Testing class ﬂag matrix
{1,5,4}
{1,3,3}
{1,3,1}
{1,3,1}

{1,3,3}
{1,1,2}
{1,1,2}
{1,1,3}

{1,1,4}
{1,1,3}
{1,3,1}
{1,3,1}

{1,3,1}
{1,3,1}
{1,1,3}
{1,1,4}

{1,1,3}
{1,1,2}
{1,1,2}
{1,3,3}

{1,3,1}
{1,3,1}
{1,3,3}
{1,5,4}
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do not intersect. From the table, we ﬁnd that 46 subcases (whose testing class ﬂags
are 1 or 2) can produce results directly, 20 subcases (whose testing class ﬂags are 3)
need one dot product summation, and only 6 subcases (whose testing class ﬂags are
4 or 5) require at most two dot product summations.
Results of the ﬁrst two testing classes can be obtained immediately, while the other
three need further calculations which are as follows. When the testing class ﬂag of
a subcase is 3, Algorithm 4 should be called once to compute the position value of
one ending point. Here, we should know the position value is calculated with which
point, px , to which line segment, py pz , and should record the corresponding position
value for intersecting or not intersecting. Our method is to record px and py pz as
{x, y, z}, if and only if the position value of px to py pz is 1 can deduce that two line
segments intersect, and to record them as {−x, y, z}, if and only if the position value
of px to py pz is −1 can deduce that two line segments intersect. For example, in
Fig. 6a, p1 p3 intersects p2 p4 if and only if the position value of p2 to p1 p3 is 1. Thus,
we record {2,1,3} for this subcase. Similarly, we record {−2,1,4} for Fig. 6b, {3,2,4}
for Fig. 6c, {−3,1,4} for Fig. 6d, and {3,2,4} for Fig. 6e.
Table 2 gives all the records in a matrix for subcases whose testing class ﬂag is 3,
where each cell of Table 2 has three records. For the testing class ﬂag of a subcase (in
Table 1) is not 3, the corresponding record (in Table 2) is marked with “—”. Similar
to the method of ﬁnding the testing class ﬂag of a subcase in Table 1, the record of a
subcase (nc , ns ) whose testing class ﬂag is 3 is just the ns -th record of the item at the
i-th row and j -th column of Table 2, where i =  n6c and j = ((nc − 1) mod 6) + 1.
For example, the record for the subcase (23,3) is the third record of the cell at the
fourth row and ﬁfth column of Table 2, which is {−3, 1, 4}.

Table 2. Records of subcases whose testing class ﬂag is 3
—
—
{2,1,3}
{−2,1,4}
—
{2,1,3}
—
—
{2,1,3}
—

—
{−3,2,4}
{3,1,4}
—
—
—
—
{−2,1,4}

—
—
—
{−3,1,4}
—
{3,2,4}
—
—
{3,2,4}
—

—
{−3,2,4}
—
—
{−3,2,4}
—
—
—
{3,1,4}
—

—
—
{2,1,4}
—
—
—
{3,2,4}
{−3,1,4}

—
{−2,1,3}
—
—
{−2,1,3}
—
—
{−2,1,3}
{2,1,4}
—
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From Table 1, we ﬁnd there are four subcases, (1,3), (3,3), (22,3), and (24,3), fall
into the fourth testing class. After analyzing these four subcases, we obtain that p1 p4
intersects p2 p3 if and only if p2 and p3 are on the different sides of p1 p4 . Moreover,
if it is subcase (3,3) and the position value of p2 to p1 p4 is −1, or it is subcase (22,3)
and the position value of p2 to p1 p4 is 1, then p1 p4 and p2 p3 do not intersect. These
two judgments make the algorithm produce the result that two segments do not
intersect without computing the position value of p3 when the condition is satisﬁed.
Otherwise, calculating the position value of p3 is needed. Please see Algorithm 5,
Step 8 for details.
When the testing class ﬂag of a subcase is 5, every ending point does not have a
constant position value. It seems that we should compute the position values of all
ending points. But only 2 subcases , subcases (1,2) and (24,2), fall into this class,
and each subcase only has four intersection appearances. Figure 5f–i gives all these
intersection appearances for subcase (24,2), where the cases that two line segments
intersect just at an ending point are omitted. We ﬁnd p1 p3 intersects p2 p4 if and only
if the position value of p2 to p1 p3 and that of p3 to p2 p4 are both 1 or −1. The same
conclusion can be obtained in subcase (1,2). Therefore, Algorithm 4 is needed only
twice, which means two dot product summations are required in this class. Please
see Algorithm 5, Step 9 for details.
However, above analysis is based on the assumption that any two ending points are
not on the same vertical or horizontal line. If three or four ending points are on
the same vertical or horizontal line, then there exists only two possible results. The
ﬁrst one is two line segments intersect at one or two ending points. The other one is
two line segments do not intersect. In these cases, we can obtain the result easily by
comparing the coordinates of the ending points. When four ending points are on a
horizontal line, if min (a1x , a2x ) > max (b1x , b2x ) or min (b1x , b2x ) > max (a1x , a2x )
is satisﬁed, then a1 a2 and b1 b2 do not intersect. Otherwise, they overlap, namely
intersect at ending points. Similarly, we compare the y-coordinates of ending points
when they are on a vertical line. When only three ending points are on the same
vertical or horizontal line, two of them must be two ending points of a give line
segment. Without loss, we assume only a1 , a2 , and b1 are on a horizontal line. We
have a1 a2 intersects b1 b2 at b1 if and only if a1x < b1x < a2x or a1x > b1x > a2x .
When at most two ending points are on the same vertical or horizontal line, the
method above is robust as well. For our method is to map two give line segments
onto a 3×3 grid, and each ending point on the grid can be moved vertically and horizontally between two neighboring borderlines. The testing class ﬂag matrix, Table 1,
is just constructed under this consideration. If two x-coordinates or y-coordinates
are same, then the order of these two equal values is arbitrary. For example, if
b2y < a1y < a2y = b1y , then the ascending ordering of these four y-coordinates can
be b2y , a1y , a2y , b1y , or b2y , a1y , b1y , a2y . So the y -coordinates (in grid coordinates
system as shown in Fig. 1) of points a2 and b1 are 3 and 4, or 4 and 3, and either
is right. Thus, when two ending points are on the same vertical or horizontal line,
these two line segments can be mapped into at least 2 different subcases of the 72,
but each subcase can generate the right result. Figure 7a shows p2 and p3 are on the
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Fig. 7. Two ending points are on the same vertical or horizontal line

same horizontal line. This case falls into subcase (21,2) as Fig. 7b, or subcase (19,2)
as Fig. 7c, since the y-coordinate ascending ordering of four ending points could be
p4 p1 p3 p2 (Fig. 7b) or p4 p1 p2 p3 (Fig. 7c) due to the same y-coordinate of p2 and p3 .
In these two subcases, the program needs to calculate the position value of the p3 or
p2 to yield the result. However, this would not produce any error.
Then, with the analysis above, we give our algorithm for determining whether two
line segments intersect as follows. And we use P V (px , py , pz ) to represent the position value of point px to segment py pz , calculated by Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 5:
Input:

Output:

Determining whether two line segments intersect.
two given line segments, a1 a2 and b1 b2 ,
where a1 = (a1x , a1y ), a2 = (a2x , a2y ), b1 = (b1x , b1y ),
and b2 = (b2x , b2y ).
the
 value vf , which is
 0, if a1 a2 and b1 b2 do not intersect,
1, if they intersect but NOT at an ending point,

2, if they intersect just at ending points.

1. If a1 a2 and b1 b2 share the same ending point, then let vf = 2, and go to END;
2. If three or four ending points are on the same vertical or horizontal line, then
compute the result by comparing the coordinates of the ending points as mentioned above, and go to END;
3. According to a1x , a1y , a2x , a2y , b1x , b1y , b2x , b2y , obtain the case number, nc ,
and the subcase number, ns ;
4. According to (nc , ns ), look up the testing class ﬂag matrix (Table 1) to obtain
the testing class ﬂag, f lag, of the subcase (nc , ns );
5. If f lag = 1, then vf = 0;
6. If f lag = 2, then vf = 1;
7. If f lag = 3, then
(a) According to (nc , ns ), obtain the record, {x, y, z}, from Table 2, and let
v1 = P V (p|−x| , py , pz );
(b) If v1 = 2, then vf = 2;
(c) If v1 = 1 and x > 0, or v1 = −1 and x < 0, then vf = 1;
(d) Otherwise, vf = 0;
8. If f lag = 4, then
(a) v1 = P V (p2 , p1 , p4 );
(b) If v1 = 2, then vf = 2;
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(c) If v1 = 1 and nc = 22, or v1 = −1 and nc = 3, then vf = 0;
(d) Otherwise,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

v2 = P V (p3 , p1 , p4 );
If v2 = 2, then vf = 2;
If v1 = 1 and v2 = −1, or v1 = −1 and v2 = 1, then vf = 1;
Otherwise, vf = 0;

9. If f lag = 5, then
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

v1 = P V (p2 , p1 , p3 ); v2 = P V (p3 , p2 , p4 );
If v1 = 2 or v2 = 2, then vf = 2;
If v1 = 1 and v2 = 1, or v1 = −1 and v2 = −1, then vf = 1;
Otherwise, vf = 0;

10. END.

4. Examples and Results
Some examples are provided in this section. Figure 8 gives a model for line segment
intersection testing. Three line segments ab, bc and de are constructed as follows to
test the algorithms. Segments ab and bc share a common ending point b. The segment
de passes through the ending point b, and satisﬁes be 2 = bd 2 . A vertical line
passes through the point b, and points d and e are respectively two projection points
of d and e on this vertical line, then we have dd 2 = ee 2 and be 2 = bd 2
(see Fig. 8). Algorithms are called to test whether de intersects ab, and whether
de intersects bc. The coordinates of the ending points are given with IEEE double
precision ﬂoating-point numbers. Here we gives two examples according to the testing model as shown in Fig. 8. In the rest of this paper, the method found in [6] is
represented by “M1 ”, and our method Algorithm 5 is represented by “M2 ”.
M1 requires that a twice higher precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic than the precision
of the multipliers exists for exactly calculating the product of two ﬂoating-point
numbers. However, in C/C++ language there does not exist a twice higher precision
ﬂoating-point arithmetic than the double precision. Therefore, in M1 the product of
s
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Fig. 8. A model for line segment intersection testing
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two double precision ﬂoating-point numbers only can be computed by the double
precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic. These two examples are provided as follows.
The positions of points, a, b, c, d and e, are given before the test and represented
by IEEE754 double (β = 2, t = 53) ﬂoating-point numbers. The ﬁrst example corresponding to the testing model above is a(−2, −2), b(1.625, 0), c(4, 4),
d(1.125, −252 − 1), and e(2.125, 252 + 1) (see Fig. 9a), where the coordinates of
each point can be exactly represented by ﬂoating-point numbers, that is to say, each
real number can be exactly converted into a computer ﬂoating-point number. The
testing result is that M2 tells de intersects both ab and bc just at the point b. But, the
result ﬁgured out by M1 [6] is de intersects ab (not at b), and de does not intersect bc.
Another example corresponding to the testing model is when a = (−1.1, −1.1),
b = (1.1, 1.1), c = (2.2, −1.1), d = (1.09, −2.1), and e = (1.11, 4.3) (see Fig. 8b).
Here, each real number cannot be expressed by IEEE 754 double exactly. The double
value of each decimal number, which is just a truncation of its exact binary ﬂoatingpoint value, is listed in the right of Table 3. With these numbers, the result obtained
by M1 is de intersects ab (not at b), and de does not intersect bc. On the contrary, M2
tells de intersects bc (not at b), and de does not intersect ab. In order to check which
result is right, the numbers listed in the right of Table 3 are converted into big binary
integers, and then they can be represented by Java’s “class BigInteger”, which can
calculate the result of intersection exactly. The result obtained by this Java program
is the same as the result of M2 .
The time complexity of above methods are compared as well. All the algorithms
are implemented with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 on Pentium IV 1.7 GHz processor,
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Table 3. Decimal numbers represented by IEEE 754 double

Decimal
1.09
1.1
1.11
2.1
2.2
4.3

IEEE 754 double, β = 2, t = 53
0.10001011100001010001111010111000010100011110101110001×21
0.10001100110011001100110011001100110011001100110011001×21
0.10001110000101000111101011100001010001111010111000011×21
0.10000110011001100110011001100110011001100110011001100×22
0.10001100110011001100110011001100110011001100110011001×22
0.10001001100110011001100110011001100110011001100110011×23

and the software environment is Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional. The type of
ﬂoating-point numbers used in algorithms is double (β = 2, t = 53), which conforms
to IEEE 754 standard [2].
The ﬂoating-point summation method used in M1 is ESSA [18], which can exactly
calculate the sign of a ﬁnite sum. This algorithm has been applied in line segment
intersection testing [6], and more applications of ESSA could be found in [19], [20],
[22]. Algorithm 3 can be used in all the applications where ESSA is used, after a
simpliﬁcation. For the main task of Algorithm 3 is to add all the summands in the
sets P, N and Q. If only to sum up n ﬂoating-point numbers, the only change we
should make is to directly put n summands into the sets P or N according to their
signs (see Step 2 in Algorithm 3), and delete Step 12 of Algorithm 3. After we get
the whole sum whose error is less than 1ulp, the sign of it is obtained. Here, we use
“M3 ” to represent the method that simpliﬁed from Algorithm 3 as described above.
Table 4 gives the running time values of M3 and ESSA for calculating the sign of a
sum, using ill-conditioned data and various data sizes, where ill-conditioned data is
the data which have so heavy a cancellation that the sum is very closed to zero. And
the running time curves corresponding to Table 4 are shown in Fig. 10. We ﬁnd that
M3 requires about one-ﬁfteenth of the running time used by ESSA, where line least
square approximation is used. Moreover, M3 can ﬁgure out not only the sign but
also the value of the sum.
Another comparison made here is among methods M1 , M2 and M4 for line segment
intersection testing, where M4 is the method simpliﬁed from M2 . The difference

Table 4. Running time of calculating the sign of a sum by ESSA and M3
Running time (in seconds)
Size of data

M3

ESSA

100,000
500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000

0.028
0.147
0.294
0.439
0.586
0.739
0.880

0.190
1.724
3.343
5.778
7.890
10.889
13.573
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Fig. 10. Running time of calculating the sign of a sum by ESSA and M3

between M2 and M4 is that M4 directly uses M3 to obtain the result of dot product summation, i.e., the error of ﬂoating-point multiplication is neglected. So, both
M1 and M4 only guarantee the accuracy of ﬂoating-point summation in calculating
dot product summations. In each test, eight coordinates of two line segments are
randomly selected from an array, which is composed of 100 ﬂoating-point numbers
ranges from 0.00 to 0.99, where the interval is 0.01. After 3,000,000 random tests, we
ﬁnd that M2 always gets a correct result, however M1 makes 1551 times of mistakes,
and M4 makes 581 times of mistakes. Running time values and corresponding curves
are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 11. We ﬁnd that M2 requires less than one-ﬁfth of
the running time used by M1 , and M4 needs no more than one-tenth of that by M1 ,
where line least square approximation is used. Furthermore, the worst case of all
algorithms (as Fig. 5g) is tested. The result is that M2 demands less than one-third
of the running time used by M1 , and M4 needs no more than one-seventh of that
by M1 . This is because M1 needs ﬁve dot product summations in this case, but M2
and M4 need only two.
Table 5. Running time of line segment intersection testing by M1 , M2 and M4
Testing

Running time (in seconds)

times

M1

M2

M4

100,000
500,000
1,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
2,500,000
3,000,000

1.902
9.503
18.997
28.480
37.994
47.528
57.011

0.320
1.632
3.254
4.887
6.529
8.141
9.774

0.180
0.911
1.832
2.743
3.655
4.576
5.497
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Fig. 11. Running time of line segment intersection testing by M1 , M2 and M4

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a new method, M2 , for line segment intersection testing. A
line segment degenerates into a point is not considered. If two line segments share
a common ending point, the result is returned right away. If three or four ending
points are on the same vertical or horizontal line, we directly compare the coordinates of the ending points to obtain the intersection result without ﬂoating-point
computations. Otherwise, the positions of four ending points and their connections
are mapped onto a 3 × 3 grid, which falls into one of the ﬁve testing classes. In the
ﬁrst two classes, the result can be obtained immediately without further calculation.
In the other three classes, the intersection testing is converted into calculating the
position values of several points, which can be computed by our ﬂoating-point dot
product summation algorithm, Algorithm 3. The ﬂoating-point arithmetic used in
our method conforms to IEEE 754 standard. Algorithm 2 can exactly calculate the
product of two ﬂoating-point numbers without the limitation that a twice higher
precision ﬂoating-point arithmetic (with respect to the precision of multipliers) is
needed. We have proved the error bound of Algorithm 3 is 1ulp. The running time
of M2 is less than one-ﬁfth of that of M1 . Furthermore, our dot product algorithm
(Algorithm 3) can be simpliﬁed into a method M3 for exactly calculating the sign
of a sum of n ﬂoating-point numbers. M3 requires less than one-ﬁfteenth of the
running time used by ESSA method [18].
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